A parametric approach to control dependence is presented, where the parameter is any prefix-invariant property on paths in the control-flow graph. Existing control dependencies, both direct and indirect, can be obtained as instances of the parametric framework for particular properties on paths. A novel control dependence relation, called termination-sensitive control dependence, is obtained also as an instance of the parametric framework. This control dependence is sensitive to the termination information of loops, which can be given as annotations on loops. If all loops are annotated as terminating then it becomes the classic control dependence, while if all loops are annotated as non-terminating then it becomes the weak control dependence; since in practice some loops are terminating and others are not, termination-sensitive control dependence is expected to improve the precision of analysis tools using it. The unifying formal framework for direct and indirect control dependencies suggests also, in a natural way, a unifying terminology for the various notions of control dependency, which is also proposed in this paper. Finally, a worst-case O(n 2 ) algorithm to compute the indirect termination-sensitive control dependence for languages like Java and C# is given, avoiding the O(n 3 ) complexity of the trivial algorithm calculating the transitive closure of the direct dependence.
Introduction
Control dependence plays a fundamental role in program analysis: in program slicing [12, 17] , in compiler optimization [11, 1] , in total program correctness [14] , and in security (of information flows) [10] . Intuitively, a statement S control-depends on a choice statement C iff the choice made at C determines whether S is executed or not. Because of the significance and broad range of applications of control dependence, related definitions and algorithms have been extensively investigated: [11] gives an efficient algorithm to compute (direct) control dependence; [14] introduces strong control dependence (also called the range of the control statement in [18] ) as well as weak control dependence; [4] defines a generalized control dependence to capture both classic and weak direct control dependencies, together with their corresponding algorithms.
Although all these notions of control dependence are related, there is no adequate unifying framework for all of them, not even a uniform or consistent terminology. This often results in confusion and difficulty in understanding existing work, and may slow future developments, in particular defining new, or domain-specific control dependence relations. For example, the strong control dependence in [14] is the transitive closure of the control dependence in [11] , contradicting common practice in formal terminology, since the former is actually weaker than the latter as a binary relation; the generalized control dependence in [4] addresses only the direct control dependencies (classic and weak), but omits the word "direct" in definitions and proofs, and also proposes the terminology "loop control dependence" for (direct) weak control dependence; [14] claims that strong control dependence is included in weak control dependence, which appears quite intuitive, but it is non-trivial to prove rigorously. A rigorous development of a unifying framework for the various control dependences, like the one proposed in this paper, would enhance understanding and clarify terminology in this area.
A first important step in this direction is made by [4] , which defines a generalized control dependence that is parametrized by a property on paths and captures both classic and weak direct control dependences. A linear time algorithm [4] detects all statements that directly depend on a choice statement. However, the parametric approach in [4] covers only direct control dependence. The first contribution of our work, parametric control dependence (Section 3), consists of an extension of the work in [4] that also includes indirect control dependencies, as well as comparisons of different concrete instances of it. Our compact prefix-invariance property of the parameter is equivalent to the intersection of all the constraints on the parameter required by the results in [4] , modulo the fact that we do not add a self-looping edge to the terminal node of the control-flow graph to capture weak control dependence; in fact, we need to apply no transformations on control-flow graphs in order to capture particular control dependencies as special cases. We also develop a rigorous mathematical theory in Section 3, capturing formally many of the "folklore" results about different control dependencies.
The second contribution of this paper consists of defining a new control dependence relation that we call termination-sensitive control dependence, because it is sensitive to the termination information of loops, which can be given as annotations. If all loops are annotated as terminating then the termination-sensitive control dependence becomes the classic control dependence, while if all loops are annotated as non-terminating then it becomes the weak control dependence. If some loops are annotated as terminating while others not, then the termination-sensitive dependence strictly includes the classic control dependence and is strictly included in the weak one. Thus, one can regard it as a "knob" allowing one to tune the precision anywhere in between the two most widely accepted, but rather extreme control dependence relations. Since in practice some loops are terminating and others are not, termination-sensitive control dependence is expected to improve the precision of analysis tools using it. We introduce this termination-sensitive control dependence and derive all its properties as a formal instance of the parametric control dependence in the first part of the paper; it is in fact this new control dependence together with the lack of foundational and algorithmic support for indirect variants of control dependence of the generic control dependence in [4] that motivated our parametric approach to control dependence presented in Section 3.
The third contribution of our paper, Section 5, consists of an O(n 2 ) algorithm to compute all control scopes for all the (branch) statements in a program of size n, in the context of higher level programming languages, such as Java and C#; statement S is in the control scope of C if and only if S termination-sensitive indirectly control-depends on C (control scope will be defined in Section 5). Since our control scopes become precisely the transitive closures of the classic and weak direct control dependencies when the loops are all annotated as terminating and as non-terminating, respectively, this generic algorithm seamlessly yields special instance algorithms to calculate the indirect versions of these dependencies, namely the complete strong and weak control dependencies, in O(n 2 ) complexity. These results appear to be new even in the widely accepted, but in our view restricted, framework of strong and weak control dependence. Section 2 revisits control dependence notions and presents them in a uniform light, as instances of the forthcoming parametric control dependence. Section 3 presents our parametric version of control dependence; a result relating the control dependence relations associated to different path properties allows us to compare the various instances of control dependence, in particular to show that the termination-sensitive (indirect) control dependence, discussed in Section 4, includes the standard control dependence but is included by the weak control dependence. Section 5 discusses the O(|V| 2 ) algorithm to compute the entire termination-sensitive indirect control dependence. Due to space limitations, proofs are all omitted. The interested reader is referred to [7] .
Motivation. Even though direct variants of control dependence tend to suffice in program slicing efforts, there are many applications that need indirect control dependence. For example, in [18] , the (indirect) control dependence is used to define and reason about information flow in security, and in [14] , (indirect) weak control dependence is used to prove total correctness of programs. A less standard application domain is that of runtime analysis or multithreaded systems, described in more detail below.
Our main motivation for the termination-sensitive control dependence came from efforts in debugging multithreaded systems, namely in improving the accuracy and the coverage of predictive runtime analysis [7] . Since we refer back to it later in the paper, we explain this runtime analysis on a very simple example. Assume the threads and events in Figure 1 , where e 1 causally precedes, or "happens-before", e 2 (e.g., e 1 writes a shared variable and e 2 reads it right afterwards), and the statement generating e 3 is in the control scope of the statement generating e 2 , while the statement generating e 3 is not in the control scope of e 2 . Then we say that e 3 is dependent upon e 1 , but that e 3 is not dependent upon e 1 , despite the fact that e 1 obviously happened before e 3 . The intuition here is that e 3 would happen anyway, with or without e 1 happening. Because of its combined static/dynamic flavor, we call this new dependence relation on events the hybrid dependence. Interestingly, if the events in the scope of e 2 are not relevant for the property to check, then any permutation/linearization of relevant events consistent with the intra-thread total order and the hybrid dependence corresponds to some valid execution of the multithreaded system. Therefore, if any of these permutations violate the property, then the system can do so in a different execution. In particular, without any other dependencies but those in Figure 1 , the property "e 1 must happen before e 3 " can be violated by the program generating this execution, even though the particular observed run does not! Indeed, there is no evidence in the observed run that e 1 should precede e 3 , since e 3 happen anyway.
The control scope of a statement is determined statically, as the set of statements that control depend on it. Unfortunately, classic control dependence does not consider non-terminating loops, thus leading to false positives in the runtime analysis, while weak control dependence makes the worst case assumption (all loops are not terminating), resulting in over-restrictive dependence among events and thus false negatives. Termination-sensitive control dependence takes the termination information of loops into account in order to build a more precise control dependence relation.
Control Dependence Revisited
Here we discuss some of the major known results on control dependence, introducing at the same time a uniform notation and terminology. Some of the results in this section are mentioned in other works as "folklore"; however, we were not able to find them proved formally in the literature. We will show that all these results follow as corollaries of the general results in the next section. The structure of the results in this section anticipates the structure of those for parametric control dependence in the next section. Preliminaries. A directed graph G is a pair V, E , where E ⊆ V × V. The elements of V are called nodes and those of E are called edges. A finite path of G is a finite sequence of nodes u 1 u 2 ...u m+1 such that (u i , u i+1 ) ∈ E for all 0 < i ≤ m, where m > 0 is its length. If u = u 1 and v = u m+1 then we call this path a u − v path. For any node u, we let λ u be the empty path from u to itself; its length is 0. An infinite path is an infinite sequence u 1 u 2 ... such that (u i , u i+1 ) ∈ E for all i > 0. A u−path is a (finite or infinite) path starting with u. We let Paths(G) be the set of all paths of G, finite or infinite. For a path π either infinite or finite in length greater than or equal to k ≥ 0, we let π| k be the path containing the first k edges of π, i.e., u 1 u 2 ...u k+1 . We also define the concatenation of paths: if α = u 1 u 2 ...u m finite and π = u m u m+1 ... finite or infinite, then απ is the finite or infinite path u 1 u 2 ...u m u m+1 .... A property of paths in a graph G is a set P ⊆ Paths(G). For any π ∈ Paths(G), we say that P(π) holds, or simply P(π), iff π ∈ P. Nodes in V correspond to statements in the program, edges in E indicate possible flows of control in the program, and choice nodes correspond to choice statements, such as conditionals, e.g., C 1 in Figure 2 (A). Conditionals can also be parts of loops, e.g., C 1 and C 2 in Figure 2 (C). Due to the assumption on the number of successors, |E| = O(|V|). In this paper, we tend to use letters at the beginning of the Greek alphabet, such as α, β, γ, etc., for u − v paths, and letters π, π and so on, for infinite or u − END paths, though this convention is not strictly obeyed. From here on we fix a CFG. The notation u v symbolizes that no matter how we leave u (the first two edges of the diamond), we eventually converge (the other two edges of the diamond) and reach (the arrow) v. In Figure 2 (A), C 1 S 3 , while S 1 and S 2 do not post-dominate C 1 ; in Figure 2 (B), C 1 S 2 , while S 1 is not a post-dominator of C 1 -however, there is no guarantee that S 2 will be reached once C 1 is reached, because of the potentially infinite loop through C 1 . In our context of predictive runtime analysis, this reflects a serious limitation of the classic notion of control dependence; we will discuss this issue shortly.
Lemma 1. The post-dominance relation,
, is a partial order on the nodes of CFG.
The following properties of post-dominance are immediate corollaries of our parametric control dependence framework in Section 3: 
Proposition 1.
is an inverted tree rooted by END.
One can encode as a post-dominance tree [13, 11] with END at its root. Using post-dominance, direct control dependence can be defined as in [11] . For example, in Figure 2 (A), S 1 and S 2 are directly control dependent on C 1 but S 3 is not; while in Figure 2 (B), S 1 is directly control dependent on C 1 but S 2 is not. In Figure 2 (C), S 1 is directly control dependent on C 1 but not on C 2 (because S 1 does not post-dominate C 1 ). Note that direct control dependence is not a partial order on nodes: in Figure 2 (C), C 1 and C 2 are directly control dependent on each other.
The notion of direct control dependence has been widely used in program analysis, e.g., in program slicing [12, 17] and compiler construction [11] , where it was called just "control dependence". However, this relation only captures the direct dependence among statements; it does not capture indirect dependence. Recall, e.g., that in Figure 2 (C), S 1 does not directly control depend on C 2 ; however, note that once C 2 is reached, the execution of S 1 depends on the control decision made at C 2 ! Therefore, S 1 control depends on C 2 by all means, suggesting that the terminology proposed in [11] for control dependence is, perhaps, not the most appropriate one. We will shortly see that S 1 is in the transitive closure of the direct control dependence on C 2 ; for some reason, this transitive closure of direct control dependence was misleadingly called "strong control dependence" in [14] . We will call it simply "control dependence" in what follows, because we think it captures best the dependence of some statements on the control decision made by others. As an example of an application where (indirect) control dependence is needed in the context of information flow, see [10] . Another use of it appears in the context of debugging multithreaded systems (see the discussion in Section 1 on predictive runtime analysis regarding the sample execution trace in Figure 1 ); e.g., in Figure 2 (C), if C 1 C 2 C 1 S 1 S 2 is an execution, the analysis needs to know that S 1 also depends on the choice made at C 2 to not exit the loop, which is caused by an indirect control dependence in the CFG.
In fact, even before direct control dependence was introduced in [11] , Dennings already discussed the indirect influence of control statements on the program flow in [10] . It was also called the range of branches in [18] , which is nothing but the transitive closure of direct control dependence, as informally mentioned in [11, 15] without proof. Podgurski and Clarke [14] called it "strong control dependence", to emphasize that it was stronger than their "weak" control dependence, still without proving that it was the transitive closure of the direct control dependence, thus leading to a slightly inconsistent terminology: for a relation R (control dependence in their case) "strong R" ended up strictly including R. For reasons explained above, we prefer to drop the adjective "strong" and call it just control dependence:
Definition 5. Node v is control dependent on u, written u cd v, iff there exists some u − v path that does not contain ipd(u), the immediate post-dominator of u.
For example, in Figure 2 (C), C 2 cd S 1 . One can prove the following properties of control dependence, all of which follow from our parametric framework:
Corollary 2. For dcd and cd , the following hold: Therefore, control dependence is nothing but the transitive closure of the direct control dependence, so it is a relation weaker than the direct control dependence.
Weak Control Dependence
Although control dependence now also captures "indirect" dependence, it still has another important limitation: it is insensitive to (non-terminating) loops; e.g., in Figure  2 (C), S 2 is not control dependent on C 1 (the former is the post-dominator of the latter). This may lead, e.g., to incorrect runtime analysis of multi-threaded systems. Reconsider the execution in Figure 1 . Suppose it is generated by the program in Figure  2 (C). More specifically, suppose that e 1 is a write on the shared variable j, e 2 is the following read on j generated by C 1 , e 3 is the write on j generated by S 1 , and e 3 is the write on z generated by S 2 . One may think that e 3 is not control dependent on e 2 by definition, that is, that e 3 will happen regardless of e 2 . However, since the loop is potentially non-terminating, S 2 may never be executed at runtime. Thus, the observed existence of e 3 is a consequence of a fortunate control choice made by C 1 when e 2 took place. Therefore, e 3 should be control dependent on e 2 . Podgurski and Clarke [14] In other words, u is strongly post-dominated by v iff u is post-dominated by v and there is no infinite u−path that does not pass through v; e.g, in Figure 2 (B), S 2 does not strongly post-dominate C 1 , because there is an infinite path from C 1 that will not pass through S 2 , while in Figure 2 (D), S 1 is strongly post-dominated by C 2 but C 2 is not strongly post-dominated by S 3 . There may be no proper strong post-dominators for some nodes; e.g., in Figure 2 (C), neither C 1 nor C 2 have proper strong post-dominators, since they can choose to either stay in the loop forever or jump out of it. Based on strong post-dominance, weak control dependence is defined in [14] In Figure 2 
Weak control dependence is a generalization of control dependence, that is, every control dependence is a weak control dependence. This was informally mentioned in [14] , but it is not straightforward to prove it rigorously using their original definitions. However, it will follow as a corollary of our parametric framework, as shown at the end of Section 3. What makes this result even more interesting is that direct weak control dependence is not a generalization of direct control dependence. E.g., in Figure 2 (D), S 3 is directly control dependent but not directly weak control dependent on C 1 , while it is directly weak control dependent but not directly control dependent on C 2 . Weak control dependence is not a partial order either: e.g., in Figure 2 (C), both C 1 dwcd C 2 and C 2 dwcd C 1 . The (direct) weak control dependence makes the worst-case assumption that all loops are non-terminating, which is very rarely the case in practice. In fact, most loops terminate.
Parametric Control Dependence
We next propose a parametric framework to define and reason about control dependence, which incorporates both direct control dependence and direct weak control dependence, as well as their indirect variants, as special cases. This framework can be easily instantiated to define other control dependence relations, such as the terminationsensitive control dependence discussed in Section 4. It is fair to say that here we do not intend to generalize all approaches to control dependence. For example, we believe that the nice recent work in [15] on extending control dependence to work with CFGs with more than one or with no end nodes can also be parameterized as below, but we do not attempt to explicitly capture that here. Also, we believe that the symbolic approach in [3] which interprets CFGs as Kripke structures and then calculating post-dominators by efficient fair CTL model-checking queries, can be also extended to well-presentable properties on paths, like our "parameters" below, but again, we do not intend to investigate this interesting problem here. From now on in this section, we fix a prefix-invariant property P. One can show that P contains all u − END paths, that is, that P(α) holds for any u − END path α. By Definition 1 (END is reachable from any u), there exists at least one finite u P −path. Note that for some nodes u, PostDom P (u) can be empty. For example, as shown after Definition 6, some nodes may not have strong post-dominators, which will be shown shortly to be a special case of P-post-dominators for a well chosen property P. 
Definition 8. A set P ⊆ Paths(CFG) is a prefix-invariant property on paths iff (1) P(λ END
One can show that post-dominance and strong post-dominance are two special cases of P-post-dominance by choosing appropriate parameters P: let P ⊥ denote the set of all finite paths ending with END and let P ⊥∞ be the union of P ⊥ with all infinite paths. We will discuss a third special case of P-post-dominance in Section 4, where additional termination information of loops will be taken into account. Definition 9. v is directly P-control dependent on u, written u dP v, iff: (1) 
4. dP ⊆ P ;
5.
P is transitive; and
. One can also show that direct control dependence and direct weak control dependence are two special cases of direct P-control dependence, while control dependence and weak control dependence are two special cases of P-control dependence: The following proposition will allow us to compare control dependencies, based on just a simple comparison of their corresponding parameters: Proposition 5. If P ⊆ P are prefix-invariant properties then: (1) (4) P ⊆ P .
Corollary 3.
cd ⊆ P for any prefix-invariant property P; in particular, cd ⊆ wcd .
Interestingly, the inclusion of the direct versions of the dependences in the corollary above does not hold. For example, it is not the case that dcd ⊆ dwcd .
Termination-Sensitive Control Dependence
Weak control dependence takes loops into account using strong post-dominance, which is more suitable for proving total correctness of programs [14] than classic control dependence. However, weak control dependence unfortunately makes the worst-case assumption about the termination of loops in the program, namely, all loops are assumed to be potentially infinite. Considering the fact that most loops terminate in real programs, this assumption is too conservative in practice. Let us look at the example in Figure 2 (D). The loop containing S 1 and C 2 obviously terminates, so S 3 will be eventually executed once C 2 is reached. In other words, the execution of S 3 does not depend on the choice made at C 2 . However, by Definition 7, C 2 wcd S 3 . Such over-restrictive assumptions may bring false positives to static program analysis, while for our runtime predictive analysis, they may generate over-restrictive control dependences on events, reducing the number of potential permutations of events when investigating possible actual executions, resulting in more false negatives, i.e., a reduced coverage.
In this section, we introduce a new control dependence relation, named terminationsensitive control dependence, as another instantiation of the parametric control dependence framework presented in Section 3. As indicated by its name, this control dependence takes the termination information of loops into account to improve the precision of program analyses that make use of control dependence. Although termination analysis is an undecidable problem, there exist some effective algorithms to approximately determine termination of programs, e.g., [8, 5] (more discussion on these algorithms is out of the scope of this paper). Besides, termination information can also be provided by users (e.g., using special annotations) or detected by heuristics-based criteria (for example, a loop whose condition is i < n and in which i is increased at each iteration will always terminate). Here we only focus on defining a more precise control dependence relation using existing termination information, which is assumed to be correct.
Definition 10. A termination-sensitive control flow graph V, E, START, END, V ∞ is a CFG V, E, START, END together with a distinguished set of nodes V
The nodes in V ∞ can be thought of as nodes that can lead to non-terminating executions. In practice, one would like to annotate as few statements as possible to provide the termination information; if that is the case, then V ∞ can contain precisely the conditions of those loops that may not terminate.Theoretically, one can add to V ∞ all the unavoidable statements in such loops, but this is not necessary. Besides, some of these statements can themselves be loops, but ones which terminate. From here on, we fix an arbitrary termination-sensitive CFG and define complete paths as follows: Note that infinite paths generated by "nested" loops in which the outer ones are annotated as "non-terminating" (in V ∞ ), while the inner ones are "terminating", are considered complete as far as the outer loop is executed infinitely often. One may want to instead annotate the "terminating" nodes as a subset V ⊆ V and then require the complete path to satisfy inf(π) ∩ V = ∅; while this is reasonable and fits our parametric setting as well, such an approach would be less precise, because it would exclude common paths as the ones generated by nested loops as above. There is an interesting similarity between termination-sensitive CFG and Buchi automata [6] , where the role of accepting states is played by V ∞ and that of accepted words by complete paths.
One can show that P is also a prefix-invariant property on paths. Indeed, for any u − v path α and v−path π, απ is a u − END path iff π is a v − END path. Besides, if απ is infinite, then since α is finite,
Based on the parametric framework for control dependence introduced in Section 3, we can define corresponding post-dominance and dependence notions: P -post-dominance, immediate P -postdominance, direct P -control dependence, and P -control dependence. The following results follow immediately from the generic framework in the previous section: Note that there are no inclusions between the direct versions of these control dependences, i.e., between dP ⊥ (or dcd ) and dP or between dP and dP ⊥∞ (or dwcd ). E.g., consider the CFG in Figure 2 (D) . Suppose first that C 2 ∈ V ∞ (i.e., the loop containing S 1 and C 2 is annotated as "non-terminating"). Then C 1 dP ⊥ S 3 but S 3 is not directly P -control dependent on C 1 , while C 2 dP S 2 but S 2 is not directly control dependent on C 2 . Suppose next that C 2 V ∞ . Then C 1 dP S 3 but S 3 is not directly weak control dependent on C 1 , while C 2 dP ⊥∞ S 2 but S 2 is not directly P -control dependent on C 2 .
By Proposition 6, the set V ∞ acts as a "knob" tuning the precision of the control dependence relation. For example, if V ∞ = ∅ then termination-sensitive control dependence becomes precisely classic control dependence. If V ∞ = V then it becomes weak control dependence. In practice, V ∞ is somewhere in-between ∅ and V. However, the more nodes are added to V ∞ , the more dependences are added, i.e., the weaker the dependence relation becomes. For example, in Figure 2 (C), suppose that C 2 V ∞ . Then S 2 is not termination-sensitive control dependent on C 2 . But if the user declares that C 2 ∈ V ∞ despite the actual semantics of the program, we will have C 2 tscd S 2 .
Ideally, one would like to pick a V ∞ which would generate a minimal set of complete paths P that includes all the actual execution paths of the program to analyze. Unfortunately, the selection of such an optimal V ∞ is difficult to achieve, because one would need to automatically prove termination of loops, an undecidable problem. A safe approach would be to start with V ∞ = V, and then remove from it all the statements which are not loop conditions, then all those loop conditions controlling terminating loops which can be detected by heuristic criteria or declared so by users or code generators.
Control Scope
The control scope of a conditional statement is the set of statements that control depend on it, where the control dependence is termination-sensitive and indirect. In other words, S is in the control scope of C iff the execution of S depends upon a fortunate choice made by C. Algorithms to compute direct control dependence [11] and direct weak control dependence [4] are well-known. These algorithms take linear time to detect all the statements that directly depend upon a given statement C, and can be used to construct program dependence graphs (PDG) [12] , which are widely adopted in program slicing. These linear algorithms to calculate control dependencies are sufficient in applications where high online speed is not crucial and where only the direct dependencies are necessary, such as debugging. However, there are applications that need the transitive versions of the control dependences. For example, in [18] , the (indirect) control dependence is used to define and reason about information flow in security, and in [14] , (indirect) weak control dependence is used to prove total correctness of programs. Also, in predictive runtime analysis, one prefers to calculate all the dependencies statically and then spend constant time at runtime to check whether the statements generating two events depend upon each other, to reduce the runtime overhead.
From here on, by control dependence we mean termination-sensitive control dependence. Calculating all the direct dependencies for all the statements statically can therefore be achieved in O(|V| 2 ), since the parameter property on paths that leads to our control dependence fits the framework in [4] . However, it is not clear how to effectively calculate indirect control dependencies. A blind application of the transitive closure of direct dependence would yield an O(|V| 3 ) algorithm (since direct control dependence is not a partial order), which can be impractical even on relatively small programs. Without additional information about the program which generates the CFG, there is nothing that one can do to decrease the complexity of calculating control dependence. However, CFGs are typically generated from actual code that is stored as lines of sequences of characters in files. In what follows, we augment the CFG with code references and show that, under some mild and common restrictions, we can calculate the entire control dependence relation in O(|V| 2 ), which is the same as the complexity of calculating direct control dependence. These results appear to be new even for classic and weak control dependence relations, both special cases of our (termination-sensitive) control dependence. It may seem that O(|V| 2 ) is still impractical in large applications; however, in the case of predictive runtime analysis or unit testing, we only need to calculate the control scopes for relatively small units, e.g., only intra-procedurally.
The nodes of a CFG generally correspond to either simple statements (ones that do not contain sub-statements) or to conditions that are part of compound statements (ones that contain sub-statements); these are formalized in Definition 14. We consider two types of compound statements, conditionals and loops; note that although a programming language may also support other kinds of compound statements, e.g., try..catch, such statements are decomposed into simple statements when constructing the CFG, so they need not appear explicitly in the CFG (they appear only implicitly, encoded by corresponding edges). Even though CFGs capture faithfully the control flow of a program, unfortunately, precious structural information about the program, such as where a compound statement starts and where it ends, is generally not reflected in a CFG.
In what follows we augment CFGs with structural information by adding to each node a corresponding unique line, or code reference number, which can be thought of as the position in the program of the statement corresponding to that node. The reference numbers of all nodes are assumed distinct. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between (simple and compound) statements in the program and nodes in the CFG, we can identify statements with the reference numbers of their corresponding nodes. Since the corresponding node in the CFG of a loop is its condition, the reference number of a statement is not necessarily the line number where that statement starts! E.g., the reference of do..while in Fig. 3 (B) is 3. We next formalize this: Definition 13. A sequential CFG (SCFG) V, E, START, END, #, is a CFG together with injective maps # : V → N and : V C → Intervals(N) such that: (1) #(C) ∈ (C) for any C ∈ V C ; and (2) (C ) ⊂ (C) for any C C ∈ V C with #(C ) ∈ (C). # associates to each node (simple statement with out-degree 1 or condition part of a compound -conditional or loop-statement with out-degree 2) a unique number. returns for each condition the code boundaries of its compound statement, as an interval bounded by the smallest and the largest reference numbers of nodes in the SCFG covered by that statement; some statements may include but not overlap other statements. Fig. 3 shows some SCFGs. Nodes are shown in ascending order of and labeled with their line numbers; conditions are also labeled with their statement boundaries. The computation of the function is straightforward and can be done at parse time at no additional cost. For example, in Fig. 3 (A) , (1) 
is compound and S any statement with #(S ) ∈ (C) then S is a sub-statement of C, or C contains S ; if additionally there is no proper sub-statement C of C that properly contains S then S is a direct sub-statement of C.
The requirements of SCFGs are common to all programing languages. Most higher level structured programming languages, such as Java and C#, impose additional restrictions on jump statements; e.g., continue, break, return, exception throwing, can only jump to specific positions determined statically at compile time. We next define a corresponding version of SCFG that captures formally such restrictions on jumps:
Definition 15. A structured SCFG (SSCFG) is an SCFG V, E, START, END, #, s.t.: (1) Each compound statement C has a unique entry point, entry(C), which is the lower bound of (C); if #(S ) (C) and next(S ) ∈ (C) then next(S ) = entry(C); and (2) Backward control flows can only be caused by loops: for any (S, S ) ∈ E with #(S ) > #(S ), there is a compound statement C such that #(S ) ∈ (C) and #(S ) = entry(C); in this case, we call C a loop statement; all compound statements which are not loops are called conditional statements. For every loop statement L, we let next(L) be the statement following L, i.e., next(L)
We next focus on computing the control scope of compound statements. The control scope of a compound statement C is the set of statements that are control-dependent on C. Unfortunately, such statements can be spread all over the program, thus making their precise bookkeeping hard. We show that in the context of an SSCFG, the statements that control depend on a compound statement C are located into a window, or interval, of references, say scope (C), which we call control scope interval. Note that our use of intervals is not related to the concept of (maximal) interval discussed in [2] and used in elimination methods [16] . The control scope intervals may be larger than the control scopes, but we show that the extra statements can be efficiently detected. In other words, scope (C) characterizes unambiguously the statements that are control-dependent on C.
An immediate observation is that all sub-statements of a compound statement are control dependent on it. Besides, a jump statement from within a compound statement C may extend the control scope of C. For example, in Fig. 3 (C) , the break statement extends the scope of the if statement to the end of the loop, thus making statement 5 control-depend on the compound statement 2. This can be formalized as follows: For example, in Fig. 3 (C) , the pre-scope of the loop is [1, 6] while the pre-scope of the if statement is [2, 6] . The pre-scopes of loop statements are not extended by their direct sub-statements (when, e.g., an exception is thrown or a break/continue for an outer loop) because, as we discuss below, the backward edges of loops cause a different situation to handle. Pre-scopes of statements can be calculated at no additional cost at parse time, since the targets of jumps are known statically (we focus on intra-procedure analysis here; exceptions not caught in the analyzed procedure, are assumed to jump to the end of the procedure). Note, however, that the pre-scope of C may already contain statements that do not control-depend on C: e.g., in Fig. 4 , the pre-scope of the conditional 3 is [3, 8] (due to the continue statement), so 8 is in pre-scope(3); however, 8 does not control-depend on 3. To filter out such statements, we next introduce a new relation between statements: Definition 17. Statement S is forward-reachable from S iff there exists an S − S path that contains no loop statement L such that L contains both S and S .
In Fig. 3 (C) , node 3 is reachable but not forward-reachable from 4, and in Fig.  4 , statement 8 is reachable but not forward-reachable from statement 3. Although the intuition for forward-reachability is "from S one can go forward and reach S ", it is not always the case that one can find an S − S path with increasing reference numbers: in Fig. 4 , statement 10 is forward-reachable from 2, but the path between them always contains 1. Next proposition gives an effective way to compute forward-reachability: Proposition 7. Given statements S and S in an SSCFG G, S is forward-reachable from S iff S reachable form S in a graph that replaces each edge e = (n 1 , n 2 ) with n 1 > n 2 in G (i.e., one corresponding to a loop L with entry(L) = n 2 ), by (n 1 , next(L)).
The following allows us now to relate the pre-scopes and control dependence: Proposition 8. If #(S ) ∈ pre-scope(C) and S forward-reachable from C, then C tscd S .
Definition 18. A control scope interval of C is one that contains: (1) all nodes that control depend on C; and (2) only forward-reachable nodes that control-depend on C.
Recall that the control scope of a compound statement C is the set of all statements that control-depend on C, and note that a control scope interval of C can contain statements that are not forward-reachable but still control depend on C.
We next describe an O(|V|
2 ) algorithm that computes control scope intervals for all the compound statements. Theorem 2 will then give us an efficient procedure to extract the actual control scopes from our control scope intervals, that is, to filter out all the statements in the control scope interval of each C that do not control-depend on C. Based on these observations, we can derive the following algorithm which is explained in more detail in [7] (see also Appendix B):
(Step 1) Extend prescopes ( Fig. 5 (A) ) by a backward traversal of the code/SSCFG; (Step 2) Compute equivalence classes of statements that have the same control scope (Fig. 5 (B) and (C)); these are precisely the connected components of the graph representing the overlapping between loops and other conditionals; (Step 3) Compute the actual control scope interval of each equivalence class as the union of the extended prescopes of all the statements in that class; if the class contains loops in V ∞ , then its the upper bound of its interval is set to ∞.
Steps 1 and 2 take O(|V| 2 ) and step 3, which also takes the termination information of loops into account, takes O(|V|). To calculate the actual control scopes, all one needs to do is to remove from control scope intervals those statements that are not controldependent. The following theorem gives us a simple way to do it:
Theorem 2. C tscd S iff #(S ) is in the control scope interval of C, and S is forwardreachable from C or there is some loop L withĈ =L (same equiv class) and S ∈ (L).

Conclusion
This paper presented three novel contributions to control dependence. First, it introduced parametric control dependence as a general framework to define various control dependence relations, both direct and indirect. Second, it defined a new control dependence relation, called termination-sensitive control dependence, generalizing both classic and weak control dependence by taking explicit termination information of loops into account. Finally, an O(|V| 2 ) algorithm was described to compute the (indirect) control dependence of all the statements; this algorithm works only for languages without arbitrary jumps inside blocks, e.g., Java and C#. We believe that recent work on control dependence in [15] can also be incorporated into a parametric framework. 
A Proofs of Results
Lemma
Proposition 11.
P is a forest of inverted trees.
Proof: According to Lemma 10, for any node u with PostDom P (u) ∅, u has only one successor w.r.t.
, namely ipd P (u). Therefore, each node in the CFG has at most one successor w.r.t.
Definition 22. Let P ⊥ denote the set of all finite paths ending with END and let P ⊥∞ be the union of P ⊥ with all infinite paths.
Lemma 4.
Both P ⊥ and P ⊥∞ are prefix-invariant.
Proof: Both P ⊥ and P ⊥∞ contain λ END . P ⊥ is clearly prefix-invariant because, for any u − v path α, απ is a u − END path if and only if π is a v − END path. Also, P ⊥∞ is prefix-invariant because, for any u − v path α, απ is a u − END path or an infinite path if and only if π is a v − END path or an infinite path. For the second case, since the CFG has a finite number of nodes, one can choose a large enough k such that, by the pigeon-hole principle, any finite u−path π must contain a duplicate of some node w when |π| ≥ k. So we can have such a π in the form of αwβwγ and v π. We can then build an infinite u−path α(wβ)
∞ which does not contain v. This contradicts the hypothesis.
Lemma 5. If u dP v then PostDom
Proof: By Definition 9, there exists a u − v path α, such that v P-post-dominates any node in α except u. For any node u ∈ PostDom P (u), u cannot belong to α; otherwise, can build a u P −path, namely απ, that does not contain u , contradicting the fact that u ∈ PostDom P (u). Hence PostDom P (u) ⊆ PostDom P (v). Then ipd P (u) ∈ PostDom P (v),
Definition 23. v is P-control dependent on u, written u P v, iff there exists some u − v path that does not contain ipd P (u).
Lemma 6. If u P v then PostDom P (u) ⊆ PostDom P (v); hence, ipd P (v) P ipd P (u).
Proof:
We first prove that ipd P (u) ∈ PostDom P (v). By Definition 23, there exists a u − v path α that does not contain ipd P (u). If ipd P (u) does not P-post-dominate v, then there exits a v P −path π that does not contain ipd P (u). Therefore, we can build a u P −path, namely απ, that does not contain ipd P (u), contradicting the definition of ipd P (u). Therefore ipd P (u) ∈ PostDom P (v). For any node u ∈ PostDom P (u), ipd P (u) Proof: It suffices to show that if α is a u − v path that does not contain ipd P (u) then α does not contain any P-post-dominator of u. Suppose, by contradiction, that α does contain some proper P-post-dominator u of u different from ipd P (u), that is, that α has the form α 1 u α 2 , where α 1 does not contain ipd P (u). Since ipd P (u) does not P-postdominate u (otherwise u = ipd P (u) by Lemma 2), there is some u P −path π that does not contain ipd P (u). Since ipd P (u) α 1 , it follows that ipd P (u) α 1 π, contradiction. 2. Suppose that u P v and v P w. Then there exists a u − v path α that does not contain ipd P (u) and a v − w path β that does not contain ipd P (v). By Lemma 6, ipd P (v) P ipd P (u). If ipd P (u) = ipd P (v), then ipd P (u) cannot appear in β. If ipd P (u) ipd P (v), then according to Lemma 2, ipd P (v) does not post-dominate ipd P (u). Thus, there exists an ipd P (u) P −path π that does not contain ipd P (v). Suppose that ipd P (u) appears in β, that is, that β has the form β 1 ipd P (u)β 2 . Then we can build a v P −path β 1 π that does not contain ipd P (v), contradicting the definition of ipd P (v). So ipd P (u) cannot appear in β. Therefore, we have found a u − w path αβ that does not contain ipd P (u), that is, u P w. 2. For any v ∈ PostDom P (u), that is, u P v, by the first item, u P v, that is, v ∈ PostDom P (u).
The first two items imply immediately that
3. By the first item, u P ipd P (u). By Definition 21, ipd P (u) P ipd P (u). 4 . By Lemma 7, we only need to prove that, for a u − v path α, if α ∩ PostDom P (u) = ∅ then α ∩ PostDom P (u) = ∅. This follows by the second item.
Corollary 6.
Proof: Since every finite path ending with END is a P path, P ⊥ ⊆ P. By Proposition 16 and Proposition 15, cd ⊆ P , and in particular cd ⊆ wcd .
Corollary 4
Proof:
